SCC Meeting at Kealakehe Elementary School
Thursday, February 11, 2016
4:00 pm
In attendance:
Parent: Marsha Eckert
Non-certificated: Ann Cassidy, Theresa Jokiel
Certificated: Marta Finley
Community: Isaiah Peacott-Ricardos
Administration: Nancy Matsukawa, Janice Blaber
Introductions
Old Business
1.Approval of the
minutes from last
meeting



Minutes approved

2. Waiver Proposal to
have two full days of
parent teacher
conference in SY201617




Proposal has been submitted
No word yet

3. Late Bus Concerns



SCC Chair Cassidy drafted a letter to P Telles DOE
transportation officer
letter was read aloud by Nancy Matsukawa;
Edits were made to the letter. adding time of departure and
school contact number
Letter will be sent by SCC Chair




4. Most Likely to
Succeed movie and
Project Based
Learning Dialogue









Summary of movie and how the night went given by M Eckert
M Eckert wonders how much room teachers have to flex the
current curriculum, and wonder if we could ask parents about
their opinion of the curriculum. Some teachers who attended
feel like the current curriculum inhibits project based learning
(what the movie features). Perhaps with with new ESSA, this
could happen - project based learning - on a more regular
basis.
M Eckert suggests we find a way to get parents more informed
about curriculum and learning of their child that is happening in
the classroom; parents would like a more understanding of
what the philosophy and goal of our education
T Jokiel suggested that we should have a talk story session to
dialogue about showings.
Nancy responded that project based learning could happen at
our school but on a small scale; shared service projects



Question: Can we do more project based learning?



SCC is responsible to recommend submittal to CAS for
approval. SCC is also responsible to monitor the plan.

New Business
1. Draft Academic Plan
Sy 2016-2017 Review

for Approval by SCC





How do we monitor this plan? SCC, each quarter, can ask
leads of cadres (who created the enabling activities of the plan)
to send SCC a report of the statues of the enabling activities.
These quarterly reports will help SCC to monitor the academic
plan more effectively.
Marta edited plan while different members made suggestions
after dialogue was had

Wonderings:
 -Should vocabulary be the same throughout the plan (tier 1 vs
core instruction)?
 -Should we change verbiage “Each teacher prepares students
to have the array of background..to score proficient or above”
to encourage high growth using student growth percentile?
 Should PBIS enabling activity 2 include PD on restorative
practices/social emotional learning?
 All of the desired outcomes for each strategy are empty; this
should be filled out for each strategy to focus our enabling
activities
 Under Goal 2, Strategy 4 - all of these enabling activities should
not JUST address new/beginning teachers...shouldn’t it address
mentoring of all teachers on an ongoing basis?
 Column of evidence of progress in plan needs to be improved
Suggestions for improving school:
 Family enrichment enabling activities that were eliminated
would be quite beneficial for parents
 Should look for ways to solicit parent voice in what is happening
in our school.
Ann Cassidy moved to accept draft SY 2016-17 academic plan as
revised ; seconded by Marta Finley. Motion was approved
unanimously.
Adjournment

6:30 pm

Next Meeting:

March 10, 2016
4:00 pm
Conference room

